We examine the cosmology of Randall-Sundrum model in a dynamic setting where scalar fields are present in the bulk as well as the branes. This generates a mechanism similar to that of Goldberger-Wise for radion stabilization and the recovery of late-time cosmology features on the branes. Due to the induced radion dynamics, the inflating branes roll towards the minimum of the radion potential, thereby exiting inflation and reheating the Universe. In the slow roll part of the potential, the TeV branes have maximum inflation rate and energy as their coupling to the radion and bulk modes have minimum suppresion. Hence, when rolling down the steep end of the potential towards the stable point, the radion field (which appears as the inflaton of the effective 4D theory in the branes) decays very fast and reheats the Universe. This process results in a decrease of the brane's canonical vacuum energy, Λ 4 . However, at the minimum of the potential Λ 4 is small but not neccessarily zero and the fine-tuning issue remains. Density perturbation constraints introduce an upper bound on Λ 4 . Due to the large radion mass and strong suppression to the bulk modes, moduli problems and bulk reheating do not occur. The reheat temperature and a sufficient number of e-folding constraints for the brane-universe are also satisfied. The model therefore recovers the radiation dominated FRW universe.
Introduction.
The suggestion of lowering the fundamental scale of quantum gravity to as low as TeV offers a promising scenario in addressing important cosmological issues. Recently Randall and Sundrum (herein refered to as the RS model) [1] demonstrated that can be achieved without the need for large extra dimensions but instead through curved 5-dimensional space-time (AdS 5 ) that generates an exponential suppression of scales at the boundary where the TeV brane is located.
Brane cosmology of the RS model deviates from the usual FRW Universe. Friedman equation for brane expansion produces an unconventional relation for the Hubble constant: H ∼ ρ instead of H ∼ √ ρ [10] . Various authors suggested ways of obtaining the usual relation H ∼ √ ρ for cosmology. However many phenomenological and astrophysical constraints like inflation and the moduli problem, the cosmological constant, BBN, reheat temperature T RH , sufficient e-folding, density perturbation and large scale structure, etc. make this a formidable task. The original RS model was extended by I. Oda [2] to include many static branes, while T. Nikei [3] found solutions in the case of two branes inflating in their transverse space.
Based on the RS model, the framework of this paper is a generalized scenario of many branes that are inflating in their transverse space. TeV branes can have positive as well as negative tensions. In Sec.2 we review the exact solution in closed form of [6] . A useful result of [6] is that each brane expands according to its canonical, effective expansion rate H ieff , that depends on the position of the brane in the fifth dimension. The 5th dimension is required to remain static during and after inflation.
In Sec.3 we allow for matter in bulk and consider rolling branes. In the effective 4D picture, the energy of the brane is replaced with a slowroll potential (inflation) which comes to a steep end near the minimum, resulting in reheating. As expected, this requires a potential for stabilizing the radion during and after inflation. Radion potential induces inflation in the branes and decays when branes roll to the stable minimum of the potential. This confirms Dvali and Tye's view [4] that although inflaton is a brane mode in the ground state it behaves as an "inter-brane" mode that describes the relative separation of branes in the 5th dimension. It is this relative separation that induces inflation on the branes with the slowroll properties. It is assummed that the inflaton is very weakly coupled to the bulk modes because the radion is heavy. This fact avoids reheating of the extra dimension as well as overclosure of the universe from the KK excitations. It also preserves the success of BBN by ensuring that the radion has settled at its minimum and that the size of the extra dimension has not evolved since. For this to be the case, two requirements need be satisfied ( [5] ): the radion stabilized by an effective potential V r must have a mass m r larger than the expansion rate H; and the brane must have negligible thickness otherwise the universe cannot be treated as 4 dimensional at distances of
where L is the size of the extra dimension. We consider a potential for the radion that satisfies the above requirements in Sect.3. and join the slow roll solution of [6] reviewed in Sect.2 to the solution found in [7] that is valid during reheating, when branes reach the steep end in the potential .The number of e-foldings and the reheating temperature are calculated.
The issue of the effective 4D cosmological constant Λ 4 and a summary of results are presented in Sec.4. The radion potential induces a canonical cosmological constant on the branes. Λ 4 is a dynamic quantity. When branes are displaced away from the minimum, in the slow-roll region, Λ 4 results in inflation of the branes. However when branes roll towards the minimum of the bulk potential, the reheating regime, Λ 4 very fast takes the value Λ 
where prime and dot denote differentiation with respect to z and t respectively, and v satisfies
The effective expansion rate is defined as H ef f = H/f (z). Each brane, depending on its position in the fifth dimension, feels a different expansion rate resulting from scaling of the canonical proper time with the position of the brane, dτ i = f (L i )dt. Thus the effective expansion rate for brane-bound observers, of each brane located at z = L i in the extra dimension, in their canonical coordinates, is
Denote the absolute value of Λ 5 by Λ. Since we consider an ADS 5 geometry, Λ is positive and satisfies the following relation Λ = −Λ 5 .
The solutions of Eqn's. (2.5) are, [6] . The value of H is determined by Λ and L. The junction conditions, with a static fifth dimension, on the energy densities L i of each brane, and their canonical expansion rates H ief f , (Fig.2.0) , become 
Notice the unusual 'Friedman relation' between the energy density and the expansion rate for each individual brane [8, 9, 10] . An important result of the Eqn. (2.11) is that each brane has a different expansion rate depending on its position in S 1 and that the TeV branes do not have to be negative energy branes in this model 3 .
Radion Potential and Brane Dynamics

Radion potential
It was noted in [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] that the 5D metric of Eqn.(2.1) has a gauge freedom in the (t, z) plane. We use this property in what follows. Consider having a bulk field Ψ(z, t, x) with mass M, which is pinned down to the branes through an interaction term
. The wavefunction is taken to be Ψ(z, t, x) = ψ(z) · ϕ(t, x) and E i are the vev eigenvalues of the bulk field at the brane location z = L i . By varying the 5-dimensional action S 5 with z, and assuming that the values of the field vev's on the branes, E i , are large, one gets the following equation of motion for the scalar field Ψ(z, t, x)
The conformal factor multiplies the M 2 -term due to z translation invariance of the metric. The induced effective energy density for the branes [4, 5] is
where U(L i ), obtained from the interaction term in the lagrangian, L int , is the induced potential to the z = L i brane from radion coupling, and σ i is the trace of the stress-energy tensor of the brane 5 . The kinetic term in the effective lagrangian ( dilaton-type coupling, first term in Eqn.(3.2)) comes from varying the brane action with respect to its position L i relative to other branes and describes the relative motion of the i th -brane with respect to the other branes ( [4, 5] ).
The effective radion potential V r,ef f is the sum of two contributions, the energy of the bulk field (
) and the energy of pointlike brane sources, E i and σ i , which are the branes energy densities weighed by the conformal factor. In a very interesting paper, authors of the first reference in [5] explicitly show the 'analogue' of a Gauss law for stabilizing the radion, namely; in order to have a static fifth dimension, consistent with Einstein equations and junction conditions near the branes 6 , the effective potential of the radion should be zero ,V r,ef f = 0. After putting the bulk field solution back into the action, [11] , and integrating out the fifth dimension, the effective radion potential becomes U(z) = i U(L i ), for the AdS 5 patch with the slow-roll regime, where the conditions σL
The energy density on the i th -brane is given by Eqn.(3.2). Assuming the brane tension is large, we will approximate the trace of the stress energy tensor σ i by brane's tension 6 Branes break the τ translation invariance. Matter and radiation energy densities of the branes are related to first-order metric fluctuations near the branes through junction conditions for the energy density ρ and pressure p, δa ≃ ρ, δf ≃ (2ρ + 3p), treated in detail in [5, 7, 9, 10, 11] .
The U(z) potential has the slow-roll regime for the most part except around z ≈ L (Fig.3.0) where it becomes very steep. We can therefore use the previously found solution of Ref. [6] , Eqn.(2.11) for the slow-roll part in which U(L i ) is nearly a constant.
The region L n ≤ z ≤ L where the slow roll conditions,L
<< 1, break down is studied under the sudden approximation. The point L n , where the slow roll regime ends, is taken to correspond to the last 60 e-foldings of the slow-rolling brane. Let us promote the location of the brane L i to a scalar field,
With this notation, we can calculate the e-foldings and find the location L n of the last one, n = 60, as follows
7 Note that this potential also satisfies the thin brane requirements for the effective expansion rate at the end of inflation H Fig. 2.0) . We ignore effects of backreaction or quantum corrections on the geometry.
Brane Dynamics
The kinetic term
is ignored for the slow-roll part up to L i = L n . The radion dumps most of its energy to the TeV branes which are in the slow-roll regime, located far from z ≃ L n since its coupling has the lowest suppression to the branes in that regime, Eqn.(2.9,2.10). The highest suppression is in the Planck brane at z = L because the maximum of f (z) is at z = L and minimum at the TeV brane z ≃ 0, 2L , Eqn.(2.6), Fig.1 .0. This confirms Dvali and Tye's view in [4] that inflation is an inter-brane mode, and that the radion is the inflaton of each brane. The physical reason why TeV brane-bound observers feel the highest expansion rate as indicated by Eqn. (2.7, 2.10-2.11) is: TeV branes get the maximum inflation rate and consequently the highest vacuum energy because most of the radion energy is dumped in them, while observers bound to the Planck branes have the lowest 7 Roughly, the point L n where the slow roll ends and the brane rolls down the steep part of the potential is given by: 60β
8 vacuum energy and expansion rate H ef f (L) as they get very little energy induced by the radion due to the suppression with M pl -scales. Allowing a bulk potential for stabilizing the radion, also induces a potential for the branes that makes them exit inflation and recover late-time cosmology. The volcano type potential U(z), which at the brane location appears as U(
, is almost flat for most of the rolling time up to a critical distance z = L n where it becomes very steep and brane inflation ends rapidly (Fig.3.0) . In the first approximation [4, 5, 6, 12 ] the extra radii is frozen both during and after inflation as the radion is heavy and stabilized by the potential in Sect. 3.1. The mass of the radion m r satisfies
At the minimum of radion potential its energy is released into radiation on the branes. The inflaton remains very weakly coupled to the bulk modes. This means only the brane is reheating thus avoiding the problem of overclosure of the Universe. The reason is that the mass of radion m r is greater than the effective Hubble constant H ef f (z ≃ L) during the last stages of inflation and also the coupling of branes to the bulk modes are at maximum suppression at z = L (the location of the Planck brane). It was shown in [5] that if this is the case, the production of KK modes is greatly suppressed. These requirements are important as they preserve the success of BBN. The size of extra dimension does not evolve from the time of nucleosynthesis and any shift in Newton's constant G N , related to the shift of the radion minima, [5] , is negligible. The slow-roll conditions break at z ≃ L n and the branes roll quickly down to the bottom of the potential. For the steep part of the potential, L n ≤ z ≤ L, we use the sudden approximation. It is a good approximation as the roll down time ∆τ from L n to L goes as ∆τ ≃ m −1 r thus it is very small 8 . Authors of [7] found the following solution for the case when the brane near z = L n is in a mixed state of inflation and radiation 8 That is why the name volcano type potential
The index n refers to the point z = L n where slow-roll approximation breaks down and ′ min ′ to the point z = L where the brane expansion rate is minimum. σ n 10 is the brane tension and ρ n m , p n m denote the energy density and pressure for the branes at z = L n . ρ r is the part of the energy density that decays to radiation, with decay rate Γ φ . It was shown in [5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] ) that one recovers the radiation-dominated Friedman cosmology at
The procedure is straightforward; one solves the Eqns. (3.7-3.8) to find the inflaton φ n (t), and radiation energy density ρ r , and plugs the result in Eqn. (3.6) to get the Hubble expansion rate. The field φ during inflation obeys
At L = L n our solution Eqn. (3.4) for the slow-roll inflation is joined to the solution of [7] , Eqn (3.6) 11 . Note that the switch from inflation to radiation happens during a very short time ∆τ ∼ m −1 r when the brane rolls down the steep potential. Therefore we use the sudden approximation when joining our solution [6] to that of [7] at the end of the slow roll regime, z = L n . The brane evolves to a radiation dominated Friedmann cosmology when rolling fast towards z = L, the stable minimum of the radion. Although the kinetic term becomes important in the intermediate stage during the steep roll from z = L n to z = L we consider that the inflaton decays very fast, i.e. this regime occurs in a very short time (from the validity of the sudden approximation, the roll time ∆τ ≃ m −1 r is very small as m r is very large) and therefore can be neglected. Instead let's concentrate only on the two regimes of: slow-roll inflation, just before reaching L n , and the reheating/radiation dominated regime around and at z = L, where the radion stabilizes.
Let us join the slow-roll solution given in Eqn. (3.4) , Ref. [6] to the solution found in [7] , Eqn.(3.6), near z = L n with the notation U(φ n ) = U n and tension σ n
Joining the two solutions introduces a constraint on the integration constant C (Eqn.3.14) that depends on the initial conditions [7] . The constraint is −C = ∆U = ρ r + U n − U min and represents the ammount of energy from initial (L n ) to final (L) state that has been converted to radiation. In order to recover Friedman cosmology around z = L from Eqn.(3.6) with a radiation dominated brane world and the radion stabilized at its minimum
we must require [9, 10, 11, 13] :
with an upper bound such that it satisfies the constraint of the density perturbations (Weinberg's window). The induced vacuum energy Λ 4 = U min on the brane comes to an almost zero value during radiation -dominated time and conventional cosmology at late times is recovered. At this point H P l ef f (L) reaches also its minimum value (see Fig.2 ).
Thus when the brane was displaced from this minimum, it had a large vacuum energy Λ 4 and expansion rate H ef f induced from the radion during the slow-roll regime. However, due to the dynamics of the brane and radion stability (going to its minimum), the vacuum energy felt by brane-bound observers Λ 4 decreased while the brane rolled towards its minimum. The minimum of the induced potential on the brane U(z = L) is required to be normalized around U min ≃ 0 in order to recover Friedman cosmology, Eqn.(3.15), hence does not have to be exactly zero.
constraint Eqn.(3.19) on the energy U min , and H ef f at the end of inflation are such that
The short lifetime of the radion (which is seen by the brane as the effective 4D inflaton field) means that it decays very fast and reheats the universe very fast.
Conclusions
Phenomenological models must reproduce conventional cosmology features and satisfy astrophysical constraints in order to become sussessful theories.
In this paper we investigate the cosmology of a generalized RS model in a dynamic setting. A bulk field introduces a potential which stabilizies the radion. Branes roll because their relative separation adjustes to the radion settling towards its stable minimum. Meanwhile, the radion appears as the inflaton in the effective 4D description of the brane world. It confirms Dvali and Tye's point of view [4] that although the inflaton is a brane mode in the ground state, it behaves as an 'inter-brane' mode that describes a relative separation of the branes in the extra dimension. This approach clarifies the physics of brane dynamics during inflation. The radion which depends on the inter-brane separation, in the effective 4D description, drives inflation in the branes. The TeV branes have minimum suppression to the radion modes as compared to the 'Planck branes', thus they will have the maximum inflation confirmed by Eqn. (2.6-2.11). The coupling of 'Planck branes' to the radion and bulk modes have maximum suppression, thereby almost zero inflation rate and vacuum energy since the energy dumped into them by the radion is highly suppressed by Planck mass scales M P l . Branes inflate with different canonical expansion rates because their coupling to the radion depends on their position/angle in the S 1 . One of the motivations to consider this model with many branes inflating in their transverse space, is that it allows TeV branes to have positive energy and tension, as compared to the case of two branes only where the geometry forces the TeV brane to have negative tension.
The dynamics of the model (rolling of the branes and radion stability) ensure the recovery of coventional cosmology features at late times. The radion decays very fast in the 4D brane world, reheats the Universe and drives a decaying cosmological constant while reaching its stable minimum. Thus, the cosmological constant issue becomes a dynamic problem, where the branes adjust their positions towards a static solution with a stabilized radion. However the final value of the vacuum energy Λ 4 felt by brane-bound observers, despite being very small, needs to be tuned to zero. It has an upper bound in order to satisfy the astrophysical constraint of density perturbations, Eqn. (3.19-3.21) . This constraint puts a bound on the bulk curvature (Eqn.3.21). Due to their final positioning in the warp factor, coupling of the branes to bulk modes are at maximum suppresion after inflation when the radion has stabilized. This avoids the reheating of the bulk. The brane becomes a FRW radiation-dominated universe. There is no moduli problem because the radion is heavy, m r >> H ef f (L), and decays very fast thus overclosure of the universe and production of dangerous relics do not arise in this model. Cosmological and astrophysical constraints such as: reheat temperature, sufficient number of e-folding, negligible changes in the constants of nature, are satisfied. Bulk modes can provide a good candidate for dark matter as they are cold, stable (almost decoupled from the branes) and the conditions of the smallness of their annihilation cross-section and the reheat temperature are satisfied (see Eqns. (3.17-3.21)).
For the most part,the potential is nearly flat at the slow roll regime and ends steeply to a fast decaying,/reheating regime, near the stable minimum, z = L . The sudden approximation employed in solving the equations in the two regimes (i.e. ignoring the intermediate steep part of the fast roll regime, located between the nearly flat part and the stable minimum, where the kinetic term is important), is thus justified. The time taken to roll down the steep part of the potential is proportional to the inverse of the radion mass and therefore very small. The backreaction of brane matter on the geometry and their quantum corrections have been ignored. 
